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Hi. My name is Gina Stringer and I will be your coach in this Incentive CPA Course. 

We are going to learn from A to Z how to earn easy money through Incentive CPA. 

I’m really excited to welcome you, and I hope you’re too. 

Most of you must’ve already know what CPA (Cost per Action) is. By promoting CPA 

offers you will get paid every time people doing certain action like double opt-in, 

sale, lead, sign up, email/ZIP submit etc. 

The highest payment typically from sale CPA offers and the lowest is email or ZIP 

submit. But email or ZIP submit usually are the easiest to complete, and sale is the 

hardest. 

There are two general type of CPA offers, traditional or non-incentive and incentive 

offers. Traditional CPA offers don’t allow you to give incentive to people, otherwise 

incentive CPA offers allow them. This incentive can be money, virtual currencies, 

files, content/articles, or anything so that people are willing to complete the offer. 

In this course, you will learn all about Incentive CPA offers. They’re mostly email, 

ZIP, PIN submit, or downloads and the payment range is from under $1 up to $30 

per lead. 

Some people, like me, love incentive CPA offers because getting free traffic is really 

easy. Unlike traditional CPA offers where you need to invest in advertisement, you 

can start without any money to promote incentive CPA offers. That’s why this is 

perfect for newbie and even for advanced internet marketers. 

Here’s what you will learn from this course: 

1. What is the best incentive CPA networks 

2. How to use them 

3. What should you give as incentive 

4. How to start promoting your CPA offers 

5. How to get high amount of traffic for free 



6. How to promote the highest paying offers 

7. How to automate your income from incentive CPA 

All 7 of them are important if you want to get success from incentive CPA, so I 

recommend you to stick with this course until the last one.  



 

I started promoting incentive CPA offers in late 2013, they were not as popular as 

traditional offers before 2014 because of the low payout. But when people learned 

how they can promote the offers easily, incentive CPA quickly become popular. 

Incentive CPA networks are different with traditional one like MaxBounty etc. 

Some popular traditional CPA networks like PeerFly provide incentive offers too 

but their tools aren’t that good to promote incentive offers. That’s why it’s better to 

sign up to CPA network that’s specialized in incentive offers. 

From my experience, I can recommend you three CPA networks which perform 

best: 

1. CPAGrip 

2. CPALead 

3. AdWorkMedia 

I highly recommend CPAGrip because they provide landing page that’s really 

customizable. If you know how to use basic HTML & CSS, you can fully customize 

their landing pages. But even if you’re not, their default templates are great too. 

You might want to register on all three, CPALead and AdWorkMedia are also good. 

Their support is fast, they have complete tools, and high amount of offers. In this 

course, I’ll only explain for CPAGrip but don’t worry because if you’ve learned 1, 

you will know how to use the others easily. 

Registration process is easy, unlike traditional CPA networks, you don’t need to 

have any experience and phone interview isn’t necessary. Start from this CPAGrip 

main page, and click JOIN NOW button. 

https://www.cpagrip.com/admin/panels_register.php?ref=7960
https://www.cpagrip.com/admin/panels_register.php?ref=7960


Fill in all required information. You need a website to register, but you can even 

use free Blogspot here. For the Publisher Type, just choose Web/Content Lock, it 

doesn’t really matter actually whichever one you choose. 

Finish the registration and wait for the email. You might get accepted faster if you 

register with referral. 

When you’re registered, log in to the publisher dashboard and you will see several 

features on the left sidebar. It’s important to know how they works by playing 

around for a while. 

Here you can find all earning, clicks, and leads statistics. It’s important to optimize 

your earning and find out how good your performance is. 

This is the most important feature on every incentive CPA network. You can use 

these tools to get easier leads than traditional CPA offers. 

1. Content Lockers, this can be used to ‘lock’ a page. People who want to unlock 

the page and read the information on that page must complete at least one 

offer. 

2. URL/File Lockers, similar to content lockers, except you will lock a link. User 

will be redirected to a link after they finished an offer. 

3. Video Lockers, you will lock a video embedded on your website and people 

who want to watch it have to finish an offer. 

4. Offer Walls, this one is a little bit complicated. Offer walls can be used if you 

have a website where users will get points/virtual currencies by completing 

an offer. Generally, this feature is used by GPT websites. 

We will talk a lot more about this on next chapters. 



This is the place if you want to disable bad-performing offers. Disabling them 

could increase your overall earning, if you’re not sure it’s better to leave them. 

The other three on the sidebar menu is Postback, Payment Settings, and Account 

Settings. Postback is used if you’re using tracking tool, or if you’re using Offer 

Walls. Payment and Account Settings are straightforward, use them to change 

your account preferences and add payment method. 

We’ll talk about monetization tools more on the next few chapters. 

  



 

Since you’re promoting incentive offers, of course the incentive is one of the most 

important thing to think about. Better incentive means better conversion rate. 

On traditional offers, people finish an offer because they’re interested in that 

particular offer. But, on incentive offers, I can say that people complete them 

because they want to get the incentive. That’s why incentive is really important. 

Like I said on the first chapter, incentive can be files, content/articles, money, or 

virtual currency. In this course, we will only talk about content and files as 

incentives. 

Please note that this course will not cover how to research niche. This particular 

topic is very wide and the information is freely available on the internet. 

First, you need to decide your niche. If you already have a niche website, 

promoting incentive CPA offer to unlock one of your articles is a good method to 

monetize instead of the classic AdSense of Amazon affiliate. 

If you don’t have website yet, finding niches for incentive CPA is exactly the same 

with how you find niches for micro sites. Best niches for incentive CPA are usually 

informational, some examples are Health & Fitness, Home Improvement, 

Parenting & Children, and Making Money Online etc.  

The general idea is to find a topic where the people are highly passionate, 

desperate, and willing to finish offer to get their information. One of the best niche 

is Gaming, and the best content to provide are tutorial, tricks, or walkthrough. 

Best niches for File or URL locking are pretty much similar with ones for content 

locking. The only difference is, you’ll be providing files or URL instead of articles. 



The main idea is to create a landing page with File/URL Locker tool from CPAGrip 

(or other networks) which looks like a download page, when people complete an 

offer they will be redirected to a URL. This URL can be anything you want. 

Usually people are locking PDF eBook with the niches above. If you’re good at 

designing, you can lock Photoshop template or resource files. Other option is to 

lock files like software or programs. 

Some people lock illegal or fake files for example cracked software, ripped movie, 

etc. Although this niche is easier to promote and people desperate enough to 

complete the offers, I don’t recommend doing this because it’s illegal and immoral. 

But again, it’s really up to you. 

Not much different here. Similar to content locking but the only difference is 

you’re locking an embedded video in your website instead of the article. If you’re 

able to create good informational video for your niche, this option might give 

better result than content locking. 

  



 

Now this is the most fun part. 

I will assume you have your niche already before you start locking the incentive. 

But if you’re not, don’t worry, you can find it later after you learned how to use 

locker tools. 

Okay then, let’s start by selecting which tool you want to use by clicking on the left 

sidebar. 

If you don’t have one yet, create a new locker with the button on the page. You’ll 

meet with content locker settings popup afterwards. 

 

Give your locker a name, I usually named my locker after my niche. On Page Load 

means your locker popup will automatically loaded after your website finished 

loading, if you increase tease time then your locker will be shown X seconds after 

your page loaded. 



You can change the Load Method to On Click, this means your locker will be shown 

when certain element like image or button on your page is clicked.  

Use ‘On Page Load’ if you want to lock the current page. Use ‘On Click’ if you want 

to lock something your visitor clicked onto, this can be other page of your website 

or external link. 

Click on Style tab to customize your locker. I highly recommend you to use custom 

background image if you want to get better result. If you know HTML and CSS, you 

can use “Advanced” tab to customize your locker even more. 

When you’re done, click Create button and then get your locker code. 

 



Follow the instruction to place the script into your website header. If you chose On 

Click on Load Method, you need to place the on-click function to your trigger 

element. Follow the example given. 

Head to File/URL Locker tool on the sidebar and create one if you don’t have it yet. 

 

Change your locker name, it’s also used as the page title. I usually named them 

after my niche, or ‘[Niche] Download Page’. 

Now choose your template from the template tab, pick whichever one you like the 

most. Although the templates also work well, if you can modify or create original 

one, that would be better.  

Paste the URL you want to lock on the Locked URL. Click Create when you’re 

satisfied and then get your URL. This URL given by CPAGrip is what you will 

promote. 



This one is similar with Content Locker. You just need to create one, then 

customize your popup and get the code. Paste the code into your page header and 

any embedded video on the page will be automatically locked. 

  



 

Getting traffic is one of the most important thing to be successful on any Internet 

Marketing model, including this one. If you’re promoting traditional CPA offers, 

paid traffic is agreeably the best source. But in the case of incentive CPA, free 

traffic source is as easy and as good as paid source. 

The most important thing to get traffic is dedication and patience. It can be a little 

slow when you’re new, but it will get a lot better. 

In this course we will talk 3 different traffic sources. 

Social media is the easiest and the fastest way to get traffic to your offer page.  

YouTube is the most visited website in the world and the second biggest search 

engine after Google. Creating a video and uploading it on YouTube is practically 

the easiest and the most popular way to promote your incentive CPA offers.  

Creating your own video isn’t hard, you can use screencast software like Jing or 

Camtasia (paid) to record your own desktop and upload it.  

The best thing is, your video will rank easily on Google too. 

You can promote your offers on Facebook for free or use their PPC ad if you’re 

willing to spend some money. If you want to do it for free, create a Fan page for 

your website/offer and start promoting it inside and outside Facebook. 

Twitter and Pinterest are good traffic source too. They can rank easily on Google 

and for certain niches, you can promote even easier on these social media. 

Other social traffic source is Tumblr, which is easy to rank and you can use it for 

your own free landing page. 



Organic traffic means you need to rank your website on Google. The reason why 

incentive CPA is great is because you can rank the niches easily in Google. Some 

niches like Gaming and Design are really easy to rank without much knowledge 

about SEO. 

If you know quite a bit about SEO, organic traffic is much better than social traffic 

because they last long. Once you rank, you will get income almost without doing 

anything. 

If you’re willing to invest, paid traffic is much easier than ranking your website on 

Google. Some of paid traffic source is Search PPC, PPV, Media buying, and Social 

PPC. I’m not going to cover too much on paid traffic on this course but you can find 

huge resources of paid traffic tutorials on Google. 

Of course there are other good traffic source like Mobile Traffic or Adult Traffic. 

But, I don’t have any experience in adult traffic so I can’t write any tutorial.  

CPAGrip doesn’t allow you to use adult traffic, but CPALead does. So if you want to 

use adult traffic, use CPALead. 

  



 

Now that you know how to promote your offers, you may notice that most of the 

offers for US demographic only paying you $0.5 to $2. If you take a look at offers 

for other countries like France, they have really high payout from $10 to $30 and 

sometimes up to $50.  

US offers are the easiest to complete, but you can also target the highest paying 

countries without a lot of work. Sometimes, promoting other countries than US is 

much easier because of low competition. 

The highest paying country is France, but if you’re using CPAGrip you need to 

request for France offers before you can promoting them. It’s not hard, the only 

restriction is that you can’t promote illegal files by using the restricted words. The 

CPAGrip staff will check your lockers when you request France offers, this usually 

takes a few hours. 

To target France or any other specific country, you need to promote in their 

language. If you don’t know how, just write your copy in English then purchase 

English to French translation service on Fiverr for $5. 

There’s no other difference, except you might notice that people in countries other 

than US have lower conversion rate. But it’s worth it because offers from countries 

like France will give you 10 to 20 times the amount you get from US conversion. 

Still, I would suggest you to promote globally instead of specific country at first. 

When you get the general idea of promoting incentive CPA offers, then you’ll be 

ready to promote for specific countries.  



 

Everything in IM needs consistent work. Not only this, but all IM business model in 

general. I might say several times that this method is easy, while that is true (for 

me), don’t get fooled by my words. This is not a quick rich method. 

Different people get different results. Just because you can’t earn in 1-2 days, 

doesn’t mean this method doesn’t work. 

Up until the day this eBook written, I still earn hundreds of dollars daily with 

literally only 1-3 work hours per week. I know a lot of people with this method 

earning more than a thousand per day. 

This is why I like this method aside from to my other business. 

I hope you learned something useful from this course, and I hope you can apply 

this course easily. 

Best Regards,  

Gina Stringer 

 

PS. This is originally a 6-days course. There might be some sentence that I forgot to 

change, I apologize for this matter. 


